Quality-Tested by Dogs, Our Toughest Customers.
Stone Mountain Pet Products has the look and feel that you want with the world-class dependability you need.

In 2005, when Stone Mountain Pet Lodge was built near Minneapolis, MN, owner Dave Larson decided to build much of his own equipment using the manufacturing capabilities of Larson Systems Inc. Dave had been running Larson Systems for about 25 years, and with the demand for detail so prevalent in his existing work, this naturally carried over to the manufacturing of his new line of pet boarding and day care equipment.

With the completion of Stone Mountain Pet Lodge, people started to take notice of the building, but also of the equipment! Interested parties started asking where they could get some of their own. And thus, Stone Mountain Pet Products was born. Since that time, we have been building our line and reputation one satisfied customer at a time.

We invite you to look through our catalog, website, and if you’re in the area, come see us in person! We’d love to talk with you about your project and see how Stone Mountain Pet Products can meet your needs.

Focus on Engineering
Our products are engineered and manufactured by Larson Systems Inc, a world leader in precision manufactured spring testing and gaging equipment since 1979. You can’t help but notice the attention to quality and durability and in our attractive and easy-to-use pet products!

Our Testing Ground
Our products go through rigorous daily testing by the dogs that stay and play at our Stone Mountain Pet Lodge locations. They are the premier pet lodging, doggy day care, grooming, training and retail facilities in Minnesota and have been using our equipment for more than 10 years.
Inspired by K-9 agility equipment with an eye toward accessibility and fun, we’ve designed an exciting line of bright and durable doggy day care furniture.

To promote creative exercise and activity, these pieces’ bright colors and usability make them too much fun to just be called furniture, so we call this line “FUNiture”.

Purchase individual pieces, combine them into Fungility Stations or make your own custom configuration to give your day care dogs a physical and mental workout.

FUNiture pieces are easy to: Connect, Move and Clean
Insulated Dog Doors
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**Indoor / Outdoor Access with an R-Value of 7.5**

**Durable, Attractive & Easy to Clean**
- White ABS plastic doors
- Clear anodized aluminum frame
- Cadmium plated steel pulleys
- All stainless steel fasteners - no rust

**Closed Cell Polystyrene Foam Insulation**
- Effective air, water, noise barrier
- Non-toxic to dogs and resists mold
- ENERGY STAR® certified
- Green Approved by the NAHB

**Easy Installation**
- Frame ships pre-assembled - mounts directly to wall
- Threaded wall anchors included
- Extra pre-drilled mounting holes give you flexibility during installation

**Smooth & Easy Operation**
- Lightweight, pulley-operated door
- Door rides in an extruded track, not against the wall
- Braided stainless steel cable with scent-free poly handle cover included with every door
- Adjustable angle pulley for smooth off-center operation

**4-Sided Frame**
- Reduced air infiltration
- No edges for dogs to chew on

---

Adjustable angle pulley

Pulley mounting assembly

Pulley Assembly Mounts to Your Suite’s Front Gate

Poly Handle for Comfortable, Easy Operation

---

**Available in Standard Size (Opening Size)**
- 29.1" High x 17.45" Wide
- Recommended opening width fits perfectly with a standard 16" concrete block

---
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Made in USA
Durable, Attractive & Easy to Clean
- White ABS plastic doors
- Clear anodized aluminum frame
- Cadmium plated steel pulleys
- All stainless steel fasteners - no rust

Easy Installation
- Frame ships pre-assembled - mounts directly to wall
- Threaded wall anchors included
- Extra pre-drilled mounting holes give you flexibility during installation

Smooth & Easy Operation
- Lightweight, pulley-operated door
- Door rides in an extruded track, not against the wall
- Braided stainless steel cable with scent-free poly handle cover included with every door
- Adjustable angle pulley for smooth off-center operation

4-Sided Frame
- Reduced air infiltration
- No edges for dogs to chew on

Available in Standard Size (Opening Size)
- 29.1” High x 17.45” Wide
- Recommended opening width fits perfectly with a standard 16” concrete block
Durable, Attractive & Easy to Clean
- Made with extruded aluminum tubing, welded and anodized
- HDPE plastic panels are pressure washer friendly
- Stainless steel, padlock-ready door latches
- Pull two pins to swing entire front panel open for easy cleaning access to your suite - no tools required!

Space-Saving Gates are Sturdy and Easy to Operate
- Gates slide open for canine guest entry and exit without intruding into the aisle - great for boarding facilities tight on space
- Gates take the full force of an excited dog jumping on them - won’t swing out into the aisle or a handler
- Latches close with gravity and conveniently open with one hand - great when handling a leashed dog

Customize Your Equipment
- Available in five widths for all boarding spaces:
  4 ft, 5 ft, 6 ft, 7 ft, 8 ft
- Choose from full grille, low panel or high panel gate options
  Paneled options allow staff to monitor dogs while keeping them sheltered from stimuli outside their suite and removing the temptation to chew on bars
- Color options for frame and panels to complement your facility

Gate Options

Grille
Low Panel
High Panel

Made in USA
Swinging Gates for Boarding Suites are an Attractive Addition

Durable, Attractive & Easy to Clean
- Made with tough building materials - aluminum and HDPE plastic
- HDPE panels are pressure washer friendly and scratch resistant
- Stainless steel, padlock-ready door latches
  Latches close with gravity and conveniently open with one hand -
  great when leading a leashed dog
- Gates open 180° for easy access to the suite

Solutions for Any Boarding Space
- Available in two height options:
  - 46 in and 76 in
- Available in eight widths for all boarding spaces:
  - 2 ft, 2.5 ft, 3 ft, 4 ft, 5 ft, 6 ft, 7 ft, 8 ft
- Customized sizing available upon request
- Panel options: full grille, low panel, high panel or tempered glass
  HDPE panel options allow staff to monitor dogs while keeping
  them sheltered from stimuli outside their suite and removing the
  temptation to chew on bars
- Color options for frame and panels to complement your facility
- Flexible mounting options

Threshold vs. No Threshold

Sturdier, full frame. Nothing to step over.

Swinging Gates open to the right by default as shown. Please specify if you need gates that open to the left.
Express Suites
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The Commercial Grade Suites You’ve Always Wanted

Permanent Uses

- High Density Boarding
  - Comfortable for large and small dogs
- Veterinary Clinic Boarding
- Sporting / Working Dog Suite

Features

- Spacious Standard Size
  - 32” H x 32” W x 48” D
- Multiple Configurations
  - Double high, side by side and back to back
  - 4 times the lodging density of cheap wire crates
- Tough 1/4” Thick HDPE Panels
  - 3 standard colors - tan, evergreen, blue
  - Other colors available for an additional charge
- No Tools Required!
  - No loose parts to keep track of
  - All stainless steel attachment hardware
- Heavy Gauge (1/4”) ABS Trays
  - Contain accidents
  - Removable for cleaning
- 3 Gate Styles
  - Full grill, half panel, solid panel
- Stackable Storage Carts
  - Up to 15 suites break down into 2 stackable carts
  - Storage carts fit through standard 36” door

Temporary Uses

- Peak Seasons
  - Fill suites for 30 days and they pay for themselves
- Doggy Day Care Time Outs / Breaks
- Intake Suites
  - Streamline your check-in / check-out process
- Leased Space
  - Easy to take with you when you move
- Vet Quarantine / Isolation / Recovery Suites
  - Break down easily for deep cleaning
- Pet Shows & Events

So many possibilities!
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Made in USA
Durable, Attractive & Easy to Clean
- Powder coated aluminum frames
- HDPE plastic panel inserts are a great visual barrier for dogs
  Add color to your facility with available 2 ft. or 4 ft. panels
- Stainless steel, padlock-ready gate latches
  Latches close with gravity and conveniently open with one hand - great when leading a leashed dog

Multiple Sizes Available
- Two available heights: 48 and 72 inches
- Available in 1 ft. increments from 24 to 96 inches
  Custom sizing available upon request
- Mix and match sizes to create banks of suites for large and small dogs in your facility - comfortable space for any size dog

Customize for Your Facility
- Choose between Sliding Gates or Swinging Gates in three available styles: full grille, low panel or high panel
  Paneled doors help keep dogs quieter and remove the temptation to chew on bars
- Optional grille tops provide a secure environment, but maintain handler visibility
- Choose color options for your frame and panels
- Mount to the wall for a permanent installation or add a back panel for a free-standing suite

Versatile Housing Spaces
- Recovery suites for post-operative care in veterinary clinics
- Check-in / out spaces for busy boarding or grooming facilities
- Rescue or humane society operations
- Day care “time-out” spaces
- In-home housing in discriminating homes

Some Example Setups:
Day Care Room Dividers
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A Custom-Made Room Divider Helps You Get the Most Out of Your Space

Solid panels prevent dogs from seeing each other
Introduce a dog to the pack with a full grille panel
Tiny Gaps for Tiny Dogs

Grille-top panels give an upscale look and allow handlers to watch both sides of a room

Durable, Attractive & Easy to Clean

- HDPE plastic panel inserts
- Powder coated aluminum frame
- Heavy-duty locking casters

Create a Custom Divider for Your Space

- Each panel can be up to 8 feet in length - combine panels in any of 3 styles to divide any room
- Multiple configurations are possible with a single system
- People doors give humans easy side-to-side access
- Dog doors allow quick and easy canine entry and exit
- Create an entryway for staff to access to your space without being “hounded” by eager, attention-loving dogs
- Add multiple mounting points for increased versatility
- Upgrade to stainless steel casters and pins

Safe & Easy Operation

- Dividers set up as needed, then fold and roll away for storage when not needed
- Dogs can’t get under the 2.5-inch bottom-to-floor gap so you don’t have to worry about escape artists
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060-6000-0099-00E
Luxury, Space-Saving Accommodations for Our Feline Friends

**Durable, Attractive & Easy to Clean**
- HDPE plastic wall panels won’t absorb urine, are kinder to cats’ paws than wire and are pressure washer friendly
- Anodized aluminum framework
- Powder coated steel grille doors with close spacing to keep cats’ paws inside the condo
- Stainless steel, padlock-ready door latches
  - Latches close with gravity and conveniently open with one hand - great when handling a cat

**Great Space for Cats to Relax & Explore**
- Portholes allow horizontal or vertical exploration between two or more connected units to give your feline guests designated eating, sleeping and elimination spaces
  - No tools required to open and close portholes!
- Cats love to relax on the built-in loft
- 10 cubic feet of living space per condo
- Optional ventilation system captures odors at the source
  - Attach a flexible hose to your facility’s exhaust system to completely vent the room

**Customize Your Equipment**
- Choose from full grille or tempered glass doors
- Wall panels are available in multiple colors
- Purchase individual condos or assembled banks of 6 or 9 condos with a caster assembly for portability
  - Banks of 6 or 9 condos on heavy-duty casters easily pass through a standard 7x3 ft. door

---

Made in USA

---
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Add furniture and accessories to create a luxury space for feline guests

Durable & Attractive
- Upscale lodging for catteries, retail operations and in the home
- Tempered glass panels offer great visibility
- Optional HDPE panels create individual space, easily wipe or pressure wash clean and won’t absorb urine
- Aluminum frames are durable and easy to clean

Many Possible Configurations
- 6.5 ft of vertical play and living space
- From 3 ft x 3 ft square to a large freestanding quartered octagon
- Space-saving wall mount options are available

Safe & Efficient
- Grille tops keep cats safely inside and ensure proper ventilation of the space
- Gravity-assisted door latches open and close easily with one hand
Durable, Attractive & Easy to Clean

- HDPE plastic wall panels won’t absorb urine, are kinder to feet than wire and are pressure washer friendly
- Anodized aluminum framework
- Powder coated steel grille doors with close spacing to keep paws inside the condo
- Stainless steel, padlock-ready door latches
  Latches close with gravity and conveniently open with one hand - great when handling an animal

Comfortable Space for Animals

- 10 cubic feet of living space per condo
- Optional ventilation system captures odors at the source
  Attach a flexible hose to your facility’s exhaust system to completely vent the room

Customize Your Equipment

- Choose from full grille or tempered glass doors
  Sliding grille doors open easily with one hand without swinging the whole door out - great when handling feisty or nervous animals
- Wall panels are available in multiple colors
- Purchase individual condos as needed or buy assembled banks of 6 or 9 condos
- Optional caster base assembly (recommended for banks of 6 or 9 condos) allows portability for cleaning or rearranging
  Banks of 6 or 9 condos on heavy-duty casters easily pass through a standard 7x3 ft. door
K-9 Dryer Line

Authorized Sales & Service

The World’s Most Powerful, Portable Dryers in Their Class

Exclusively at Stone Mountain Pet Products:

With Any K-9 Dryer Purchase

FREE
- 1st 8 Month Service (Cleaning & Brush Replacement)
- Premier Express Service

$140 Value

K-9 III
Available in a variety of colors!

K-9 II
Available in a variety of colors!

K-9 III / K-9 III Variable Speed
- Ideal for heavy-coated animals
- Portable, lightweight and heavy-duty
- Turn on one motor for more delicate jobs or both motors for more blowing power

K-9 II / K-9 II Variable Speed
- Choice of two speeds and temperatures.
- Portable and lightweight
- Most popular K-9 blower on the market

K-9 I
- Portable and lightweight
- May be suspended or set on a surface
- Available in a variety of colors

K-9 Mini
- Great blower/dryer for small and large dogs
- Choice of two speeds and temperatures.
- Available in a variety of colors

K-9 Fluffer
- Variable speed blower/dryer
- Great blower/dryer for small and large dogs
- 10 ft hose with round and flat blower tips
- Available in a variety of colors
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Durable, Attractive and Versatile

- Three regulation 12 foot ramps and frame constructed from 1.25-inch square aluminum tubing with rounded corners for exceptional strength and easy handling
- Aluminum frame is naturally resistant to weathering
- Easy adjustment for training or competitions:
  - 25 inches for training or 48 inches for competitions
- 12-inch wide ramps and bridge can be finished with a poured rubber surface in bright colors
- Heavy-duty casters for easy one person positioning
- Ramps easily connect or disconnect from bridge using a heavy-duty, rust-resistant hinge pin for quick transition to and from storage configuration
- Add slats per your regulation or preference

Finishing Options

- Aluminum Frame Only
- Aluminum Deck - Add Your Own Surface
- Aluminum Deck with Poured Rubber Surface
- Aluminum Deck with Poured Rubber Surface & Slats

Rubber Surface Color Options

- Blue 20
- Bright Red
- Green 11
- Purple
- Orange
- Yellow

Additional Colors Available Upon Request

Made in USA

Ramps conveniently fit under the bridge for storage

Casters lock for use and unlock for repositioning

Training height - 25 inches
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A-frames
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A Competition Grade A-Frame for All Skill Levels

Durable, Attractive and Versatile

- Frame is constructed from 1.25-inch square aluminum tubing with rounded corners for exceptional strength and easy handling
- Aluminum frame is naturally resistant to weathering
- Height and angle of the A-Frame are easy to adjust from low to steep using the heavy-duty safety chain that connects the two ramps
  - Maximum height 5 feet, 6 inches
- 36-inch wide, 9 foot long ramps can be finished with a poured rubber surface in bright colors
- Optional heavy-duty casters allow for free movement for positioning the A-Frame, then fold up and away during use
- Ramps are connected by a heavy-duty, rust-resistant hinge pin
- Add slats per your regulation or preference

Finishing Options

- Aluminum Frame Only
- Aluminum Deck - Add Your Own Surface
- Aluminum Deck with Poured Rubber Surface
- Aluminum Deck with Poured Rubber Surface & Slats
- A-Frame Casters (Set of 4)

Rubber Surface Color Options

- Blue 20
- Bright Red
- Green 11
- Purple
- Orange
- Yellow

Additional Colors Available Upon Request

Made in USA

Close up of caster folded up for use
Teeters

A Competition Grade Teeter for All Skill Levels

**Durable, Attractive and Versatile**

- Frame is constructed from 1.25-inch square aluminum tubing with rounded corners for exceptional strength and easy handling
- Aluminum frame and base are naturally resistant to weathering
- 3-position base offers two training heights (12 & 18 inches) and one competition height (24 inches)
- Base braces eliminate the need for an adjustable chain - base legs won’t hop or “walk” together
- Board frame has little flex, minimizing board whip
- Teeter attaches to base with heavy-duty steel hinge pin, which can be removed to store the equipment
- Teeter can be finished with a poured rubber surface in bright colors

**Finishing Options**

- Aluminum Frame Only
- Aluminum Deck - Add Your Own Surface
- Aluminum Deck with Poured Rubber Surface

---

**Rubber Surface Color Options**

- Blue 20
- Bright Red
- Green 11
- Purple
- Orange
- Yellow

*Additional Colors Available Upon Request*

---

**Heavy-Duty Steel Hinge Pin Connection**

Tool-less pins lock the base braces at 1 of 3 heights

---

*Made in USA*
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